## REQUIRED MAJOR COURSES: 49 Credits

- General Psychology  PSY100  
- Orientation to PSY Major  PSY110  
- Essential Skills/Tools  PSY200  
- Design and Analysis I  PSY270  
- Design and Analysis II  PSY271  
- Design and Analysis III  PSY370  
- History & Systems  PSY472  
- Psychology Seminar  PSY490  
- Introduction to Sociology  SOC100

### TO COMPLETE A MAJOR IN PSYCHOLOGY, A MINIMUM OF 24 CREDIT HOURS, INCLUDING PSY370, PSY472, PSY490, AND 12 CREDITS OF PSYCHOLOGY COURSES AT THE 300 LEVEL MUST BE COMPLETED AT YORK COLLEGE.

### 1. Students cannot have more than two courses in the major with a grade less than "2.0."